IMAGE EDITING
SPECIAL SERVICES
Remodelling with Inox, Composite
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Most of the time the job does not end after the in-field data collection, or upon return to land or
the downloading of data.
 But after arduous editing and studying of the data obtained and the creation of the
essential report.
That is when our data and image editing department comes into play, where we find the
specific software for editing and, if we add to that our collaboration agreements, we can
complete any type of project requested of us.

 Our services are open to work with data and images of all types and sources; either
collected during a specific operation or directly provided by you and in need of editing.

 Our image processing software allows us to:
 Edit the image for changing, cutting or including a specific scene.
 Include text or voiceovers in the video in order to highlight an action, an
object or an imperfection.
 Transform to other formats.
 Record onto different types of backup.
 Upload to our servers for a quick ONLINE download from anywhere.
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 After its digital processing the edited recordings can have the important details of each of
the points in question overlaid or they can be georeferenced by global positioning, GPS.

The details or data to be included or overlaid on the images should also be provided together
with the raw images.
 Our Department has specific software for applying tiles to recordings made with the
Kongsberg High Resolution Sonar.
 Whether applied vertically as in the image below, where you can see the complete face
of a dock-type wharf.

 or horizontally as the tiles might be used for the entire bed of the port.
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We can also include the collected data in CAD drawings, for its subsequent inclusion in the
GIS.

 If the data is collected
by means of a CTD
device, a Doppler
Current Meter or
another
similar
device, we can carry
out its conversion and
logging.
The Post pro department is equipped for the treatment of most data, including its collection
in the field of operating, downloads, conversion, logging and the total or partial creation of
the final report.
 Our intention is to be able to help you and to enable you to develop your data and
images, either in oceanographic, civil, environmental or private operations. Your aim is
in short ours and if we can make your work a little simpler we will be happy.
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On the other hand we also know that in some cases the underwater research equipment
needs to be adapted in order to carry out work for which it was not initially designed.
 And that is specialised work for our Special Services Department, in which we are able to
rebuild part or all of that equipment to fit your needs, whatever they may be.
(Before)

(After)

 Our
speciality
is
the
Composite, being able to
fabricate or rebuild any part
or item which you may need.
We are also capable of using
materials such as Iron or Inox.
 To adapt a famous Spanish saying: “In our department we don’t mind if we have to fry a
tie or iron an egg”.
 We would be more than happy to answer any question or requests which you may have. Please do not
hesitate to send them to us by the following means:
-

Telephone: Tel. 971825427 / Mob. 609222419
Email: sub2b@sub2b.com , tienda@sub2b.com , aiguasub2b@sub2b.com .
Skype: Bartsub2b.
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